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The present report describes the work (:ompleted between
June 22, 1964 and March 22, 1965, on ti_e deve_o_)ment of
electron density probes to perform measurements in flow fields
similar to those estimated to exist in the local flow sur-
rounding the Apollo spacecraft during reentry at altitudes
between 350,000 and 150,000 ft.
The maximuml stagnation point electron density expected
during reentry of the Apollo spacecraft is I0 _6 e/cm J and
the minimtLm value considered of ll_t_,_-est is i08 e/cm _.
The aezodynamic conditiozLs t;_kcn for slmulation have
been computed for a typical trajectory and ti_e point
selected to perform the measurement i_; located aft of the
heat shield where the local Math nu_fi>cr rem_itns essentially
constant (2.5) for a considerable portlon of the trajectory.
A probe with an operating prlncip[e _ast:d on the inter-
action between a plasma and an electrom_gnetic field is con-
sldered to satisfy the main requirements of m_nimum size of
the instru_.ent, local supersonic flow conditions, wide
range of electron densities and high spatial resolution.
Three types of interaction are considered giving the basis
p
iii
for three types of proLos.
!. An internal cavity probe that can be used over
three orders of magnitude in electron densJ}_ies, the upper
limit being i0 !_ e/cm s and car, <.',r_Iyc,l_',erate in _,',nderdense
plasmas.
2. An external cavity [:robe, also covering three
orders of maqnitude and operati,,-,:3 in o_:erdense plasmas only.
3. A low phase velocity structure which can operate
in both over and underdense plasmas for a range of four
orders of magnitude.
The main effort under the present development program
has been the stud',, and nesting of probes of the internal
cavity type. The first phase of t}_.is development program
was concerned with the design of the probe to satisfy
mutually interacting aerodynamic and electromagnetic require-
ments, The measurements of the reso] dtion, sensitivity and
range of operation were performed and the efffects of a
simulated plasma upon tLe conditions of resonance of the
cavity determiqed.
A ser.].=_ o .... e__s }!ave _ee,.; perle, treed t() determine the
.... - _- M,_cY ar,(]aerc:]v__laF._ic c tl a,-_,, !-_ ,c ,.., !: ,. ," _, ,<_. ;_._
Reyn'aids n um])ers <,qui_va!ent t_, tl;e )n,a ; er,co,_atc_red during
roe[] trv.
iv
Finally the probes have been tested in a shock tube
where the range of electron densities and Mach numbers close
to the design values of the instrument were reproduced. The
•output from the probes was compared to the indication
obtained with an independent measurement and with the values
predicted for the shock tube as a function of the initial
driven tube conditions and measured incident shock velocity.
This program has resulted in the development of two
internal cavity type probes one operating with a i0 cm
wavelength to measure electron densities in the range of i0 e
to 10±I e/cm 3 and another, a 3 cm wavelength probe to meas-
ure electron densities in the range of 10s-10 Iz e/cm s.
Analytical studies of an external cavity probe and a low
phase ve].ocity structure probe ]lave iIldicated that using
these techniques the upper limit of measurable e].ectron
density levels can be extended to i0 J4 e/cm ° .
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1I. Introduction. - A program to develop probes suitable
for measuring electron densities of supersonic flow
plasmas has been undertaken,, These probes are intended to
operate in a superorbital shock-tube tunnel, and are also
adaptable for measurements in the ionized flow field of a
spacecraft during supercrbitai reentry conditions. A study
of different plasma dlagnostic techniques has been performed
to determine their possibilities and !imitations for this .,i_{_!_<'_:<
special application° The factors considered of prime _mpor_[@_ji_,_ °,
tance in the development of th_s type of probe are the rang_,! '_.....
of electron densities to be covered, the aerodynamic
tions in which the probe is to operate, and the spatial re_
lution to be achieved.
The type of probe considered most adequate for perform-
ing these measurements is the one based on plasma-microwave
interactions. Three possible configurations utilizing these_._},.: ......
interactions have been studied. Internal cavity, external
cavity, and low phase velocity structure probes. For the
lower end of the above-mentioned range two internal cavity.
probes have been developed. Each can cover three orders of
magnitude in electron density with the range of operat_<;n
depending upon the microwave frequency being used; the
k
Ii.
:. "-.
i'
i
ranges .are i0' to i0 _ e/cm "_ for a i0 cm wavelength probe
and _0 °. %0 lO _m e/cm _ for a 3 cm wavelength probe.
A •region in the Apollo local flow field was chosen
J
i:_" ' wher_ the Mach number remains almost constant at a value of
_": " . approximately,2_5 during zeentry to establish the design
/" operating conditions for the probe. Estimates of the elec-
tS: ' , tEon density levels in the local flow f_eld of the Apollo
vehicle were made in order to determine the extent to which
;'2 " "
...." _.,.""probes O;f.'& _iwen Su%ximum electron density measuring capa- . _ ..
'iJ:' ," "
i
, i_ _ •
i"
I
bil_ty would have application. Estimates of the stagnation !_
equilibriu_ @le_tron density and the electron aensiEy _ - . _ ....
existing in £he local flow field where the Mach number was- .
%-
2.5 were made For the purposes of this study an Apollo _i_y._ -
;:reentry traject0ry with an initial flight pagh angle of -6.4 °
and a reennry range oi 3000 run was selected. The s.tagnation .....
equilibrium electron densities were calculated for the ait£. ._
[
,4 " _"
tulle _n.d velocity conditions corresponding to tl%is tra3ectory.
r
The results are presented in Fig. i, where the velocity, alti-
rude, stagnation electron density and the electron density
estimated to exist in the local flow at a Mach number of 2.5
are given as a function of time during the tra3ectory
_ k_ _ _r _L_; _. _ _
I estimates of the electron density for the local Mach
number of 2.5 case were made for the 200,000 ft altitude
flight condition by assuming frozen chemistry along a
streamline passing from the stagnation region to a point
where the loc_ Mach number was 2.5. It was found that the
local electron density was an order of magnitude lower than
the corresponding stagnation point value. The local
(M = 2.5) electron density curve shown in Fig. 1 was esti-
mated by drawing a line one order of magnitude lower than
the stagnation value throughout the entire trajectory. It
is seen that for appreciable portions of the trajectory the
electron density at the stagnation point is lower than
i0 _6 e/cm s while at a point where the local Mach number is
i_ 2.5 the electron density is below the maximum value meas-
I urable with the 3 cm wavelength internal cavity probe S
1_ 3 . . _!_
(i0 e/cm ). The bulk of the tlme spent at condltlons _'_ '
corresponding to electron densities (at the M = 2.5 station)
i
1 12 _ •ess than i0 e/cm is seen, however, to be above an altz-
rude of 200,000 ft. In the development program presented
herein, the electron densities encountered at altitudes
above 200,000 ft could only be duplicated at unit Reynolds
i-
i
4
•_!_ • numbers higher than those actually experienced in flight. :_•,
f,
i!! The. diffusion of charged •particles toward the wall of _
i'__ " the duct was estimated. This effect can, under the same con-
'_ _ ditlons, 'result in a considerable reduction of the electron
'_ " _" density-in %he region of plasma-microwave interaction as
!--_;_ Compared to the fr_e stream condition.
, A slmpleanalysis has been performed assuming a uniform
flow condition and a Uniform electron density distribution _ __' _-'_
along the aXisof the duct. Consequently only theradial • /__ri.......
._:,/ ':",, 'diffusion was considered.
' The process was considered ambipolar and the differ-
.ential equation is
.--:',_ ' i-
/'he /le)n D _ dr s + r dr / = kd nN no n e
0
. :i where D is the _ambipolar diffuslon coefficient, given by
_' the expresslon _: '
,_.. _._: _>_,-
kI-, ;' _, iS the Boltzman constant
_ ' :": T the temperature
4 kT
mid i
m. .mass of the ions
1
I"
D. the ion-neutral collision frequency1
k
D
is the forward reaction rate
nN mo are the equilibrium concentration
N and 0
I]eo i.s the electron densltv at equilibrlum
The only reaction considered is
of the species
4 ¸
N + O _ NO _ e-
The condition of zero electron density at the wall of the
d_ct has been imposed.
The computatior{ was performed for an altitude of
200,000 ft and at two points along • the trajectory, one at
1 1/2 minutes and the second at iI minutes from reentry
(Fiq. i)- characterized ]_, _ temL,e<:_,;_ 5900 _'K and
4880 -K respectively.
The results are plotted in Fig. 2 to<_ether with the
ideal case of zero diffusion. The inteqration of the radial
electron density refet-_t:ed to the ideal'case gives the reduc-
tion with respect to tt_e free stream condition. These values
are
curve (3)
The axial velocity has not been considered in the com-
putation. Since it i8 very large and the length of the.
" duct is only of the order of one inch the effect of the .
"_" velocity is to reduce the diffusion The numerical compu-
.,;j .. .: •
tation requires the solution of a partial differential
equatfon of the parabolic type and was not performed
,_ -_i_
i
':_ because of restriction in time and man-power '.: ,
The problem of developing an internal cavity type electron £
density probe to make measurements in a partially ionized_ -_ :__'_-_ °-
.i'"" " supersonic air flow can be divided into three main aspects: ..,.,: :1-.._, ._fl
dealing wi_h., :.. _ .......>. •, (a) Elg_:_trom_qgetic Develolmnent Proqram,
;L+_e'electromagnetic resonant cavity; the resoiu- _";""'_
r ¸
(b)
t_, _sitivity and range of operation of the
Aerodynamic Test Program, considering the basic
aeEodynamic conditions to be simulated, selection _"
Of the point of operation, aerodynamic design of
_heprobe, experimental facility, instrumentation,
testing and analysis of the results.
cal_bratio n of. the Probe. To perform this call-
bration the probe is located in a plasma flow,
° ,
s[m;].ar i < 1.o _'_' <,l_ctron <]-c,r-<{t<, and Mac]_ !]umk%er
j_ . . ......
to the ot_e encountered duri.pg the reentry condi-
tion and the sesponse of the probe is correlated
t(_, the _'-]::£,s c! _-_L_*:,_d ",_'i[}_ :_!,,<:t'_cr standard
electron dens < ty measurtn,:_ device.
The=_.._ separ ]*,o ___:-_'_._i- "" <- _'!- "," (!e<'e].opmv ,_t _o]-oqram are di_-
cussed in _-he fol!owi,,,'} sec_ }_,_: ,:_- [: Js :<.port : ....e
sections are ther: fo]..'.c,_,ed b'y tbo resu!us (_f an. investiga-
tion of other tec_rq, iques for measuring ei.ectrorl density
levels higher than _},ose moa ................< ,'it,_'_an i.nterpal cavity
probe.
The authors w_.s]-. _,, ack_'ow].e,d{_e the contributions of
Drs. V. Z_kka'z a:]d R. C,resci in t}<o ,ge__-i_,]n .)f the aerody-
namic experiment s: _,t M_:,_sr_ A. :_<_no._-:e and A. Martellucc_
- ..'. ..... . ° _ --I
NaraghJ fcr the eJoctr<,:l beam p.hasc (_f t!_e probe development
pro,gram_ and to Mr. [.d','id Att.w<_od for h_s assistance in the
calibrati<_n of tlke [nstru.e_ent8.
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2. Electromagnetic Development Program
of this probe have been derived using small perturbation
i
cons_dernttcns (Apper_JLx _' }_o,.ve,or. such an appcoach
cannot be used fie define the upper ]trait of measurable
electron densities because the electric fie].d is distorted
and t:<e_co_t_J:e i.}.e s:.Y_!]_ F.<_:t_<:ri,c_t}:._, approximau[on is no
longer valid, it can be accepted t.}:at t!-:e probe can, near
t}.c _.i_,pei ] trait of election dens}_l:V start to operate £n a
cerf:a]n bic_h_er mode' _c:_er:,L.lit-:q a coa:<id] _tcucture <..'here
the center conductor is the plasma flowJ.ng through the
cavity. Here effects not important tn the limiting small
perturbati.on approa,_-L pi<_y 'aii-imuortapt roles. In this
case the plasma is a lossy conductor and the conduction of
current betweenthe plasma and the walls of the channel,
apart from being not well defined, intloduce.s additional
losses, increasing with _p. The upper limit can be taken
as _ :- _ aped it cannot l?e moved upwurds by increasinq the
p o
operating frequency because of viscous aerod:jnamic choking
of the flow in the internal passage when its dimer_sions are
reduced to corres_;ond to, t}te decrease<] 'wavelength On the
basi_ .....o ._ tBese ce_,Lsk@e:_it, ioJ_s t__.<'_maxJ:_,:_i,_electron <,<:_,_....s_,_-_v
that< can be meas,._red wi_h an {__terna_' c_.,;_t',',pr<)]_e , :::]O'-m
[,
e./c:5 t t _ ,-.+ [ .,'-£.ctl :(._ti<?" C ,..) r) )<'1[,_ _ ,_i t,, _ ?'r; it) i.-_,,-..... { ", c'"] <','tt', <,-
ler_qt h ) .
_+_-
The resolution of an internal cavity probe can be'
defined as an increment of electron density producing a
certain resonant frequency shift; it can be taken equal to half
f
o is the resonant frequency ofthe bandwidth _f =2-_- where fo
the cavity- The measurement technique to be used may give
a better or worse resolution than the one defined in th_s
way, but as an order of magnitude and for comparative pur-
poses this reference is very convenient.
I
The minim&Im measurable electron density is. the one
that p_oduces the minimum detectable resonant frequency
shift. If this shift is taken equal to the bandwidth, both
resolution and minimum electron density have the same valhe.
The sensitivity of the probe is the ratio between
relative resonant frequency shift and relative plasma fre-
quency when the perturbation of the field is small.
A_
W
O
k=
2.3 Design Considerations - Aerodynamic considerations
lead to the selection of the cone angle. The length,
t
ii
dlamete Y and ¢]ivorcre,_;ce a ",_io of the duct must be a¢,.)pt_r cO:.
as a compromise among electromagnetic, aerodynamic and
plasma dynamic requirements- i.e it sbou!d be short and
with a large diameter a.ud di¢e_:qenc_:_ an_:ie to minimize
boundary ].ayer and d_ffusicn effects; c- _;,e other bad'J,
it s..ou.,.d be long wit;1 _ s<,al I di_ame[ to nvo_,d radia .... on
oE eloctr, x'nagI__e_tJc enor%"'. L.:'wer o]__.-(:t_<*p ({c::s _t i, < (._:, .,<'<_
measured by increasing the diameter of the duct; i.e. bv
havina more plasma interactlng with tke .microwave field,
. ,] "-,,_ ,
provi.ded that the Q is not affected. _.,i;
The maximum electron dens:Lty that can be measured ,t:_.:,,,,,_.,__...... ...i ....
with the probe corresponds to a plasma frequency equal to
the operating frequency. The first i0 cm wavelength
(3 kmc/sec) probe has been 0esiqned, as shown in Fig
taking into account the above mentioned considerations.
......... [: ;_,
%£ %
The resonant cavity has keen disterted in order to fit
within the aerodynamic c<nfigur._tior:.
The resonap.t frequenc3: e< this cavity geometry _s
very diffxcuit to calcu]nt.,-, ir::-tcad _t i-_s b_, estimated
as a transition between a cv!ind_i.--_l an3 a re,e'_Lra_t
• :%<,:.
12 •
/
-_-_ The difference between the estimated and measured resonant
frequency was leas than lO_. In order to have a well-.
_,_ limited plasma a piece of .teflon covers the cavity gap pro-
vlding a continuous surface for the aerodynamic flow. The
r_:. ",._
L....
construction of the cavityhas been made in two pieces
which were soft soldered together.
_" 2.4 Electroma_netic Calibration. - To determine the
p__' _.esQmant _frequ_y shift as a function of the electron
"__. _enmity _ techniques have been used. The first technique
!_i used a d£_leutric rod to simulate the plasma and was .based
• on _he ___om" that the frequency shift resulting :
,_ .... from t_1 _% of a dielectric •with a dielectric con-
_)- stant ve:r_close to one is equivalent (apart from a sign
Iii_i'_" _ifferen_:/_. that caused by a weakly ionized plasma. A
1:_i'_ stiPUle _u:!'?_ _lasma. A cylindrical cavity operating in
[ii_ zhe _ame _:_Id £requency has been built to calibrate this
!-__ _ - . . ' . . . .
'_i_ :', referenc e ma_:er_al. Samples f111_ng completely the _nter-
_i: !:•' ".action region of the probes have been prepared. The plasma
where (r is the relative dielectric constant of the material.
c-
÷
• !i
|'j"
• _'._ ,_,'_._._
i'
'] e
i.
!
¢
• <(,'
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(The same principle has been used to calibrate the two
standard electron density measuring devices described
later.) L{!:_.
The second technique employed an electron g_,n t.o
create an electron cloud equivalent in density to that found
in a weakly ionized plasma. Since, in the derlvatzon oi the
dielectric constant of the plasma (Appendix I_, the pL_s_,cc
of the rons and the neutrals has been neglected, one can
repeat the same derivatlon for an electron cloud and find
identical results. This is the basis of the particul_r
technique utilized here to calibrate the internal cavity
probe. If the number of electrons present in the interaction
region of the cavity is the same for a body of plasma and for
an electron beam passing through the plasma: then ode can
. m
expect the same shift in the resonance frequency of the
cavity for the two conditions. Let n represent the number
e
of electrons per unit length of the beam, n the equivalent
eq
plasma electron density, and finally, A L and A the length
and area of the interaction region respectively, then one
can write,
i!'
n AL = n A AI,
e eq
i_'_ <:_"!'_ "
hence
T _.'':t.:" ._ _/i¸-¸ •
_"_ _._ _ <.
n
e
a
neq A " (1)
Now if • is the electronic charge, u the velocity
of the electrons, and I the current carried by the beam,
we have the following relation
k_,¸ •
i_ _ "._ ,_- _ _,_
_. . _.
n e u = I , ,(2)
e
and if V is the accelerating voltage to the gun, and m the
electronic mass,
1 U_
_m = e V .
(2) and (3) we obtain
-½
I v
(3)
(4)
IL_I"•
•
_f _[e 's'_bstitute the quantities for the electronic
mass in _, _d,'_'_e electronic charge in coulombs in this
last relation:, we have
,-_ n = 1.05(i0)_ I__ (5)
"4t ,_,
.d .- .
._r
15
F£:
i
l
This last relation shows the independent variables which
determine the operation of the beam so far as the electron
density n is concerned are limited to the accelerating
e
voltage and the beam current. In Eq. (5) n is the number
e
of electrons per meter of beam length, I the beam current
in amperes, and V the accelerating voltage in volts.
By combining Eqs. (5) and (i), and assuming a value
of A = 2.3 cm 2, which is the cross sectional area of the
central duct of the first model of the i0 cm wavelength
probe, we obtain
neq = 4 56 x i0 l° I__ e/cm s
V½ (6)
In order to determine the characteristic of the gun
to be used, it is more convenient to use a parameter called
the "perveance" of the gun, which relates the parameters I
and V due to space charge effects. The perveance of the
is defined asbeam, or gun,
J
I
P - (7)
V
By eliminating I between the last two equations we
obtain the plasma electron density simulated as a function
of perveance, and accelerating voltage of the gun, ire.
." ,_/_ _, % i__,i;_.
n = 4 56 x l0 _° PV e/cm 3 (8)
eq ' _"..
C /, "_
This last relation shows that the simulated electron
density _s directly proportional to the perveance of the
gun. However, the perv_ance cannot be chosen too large, _
_ _ because it will result in a larger dlameter of the beam and
i
a significaD_ number of electrons being collected on the
walls of the central channel of the cavity. •...._i _i,_
The _articular electron gun used here to generate _J_,
an electron ;d_sity of i0 e e/cma; has a perveance of l_6x10 "e _ _;_
_ii-
_nd a beam diameter of 3.7 mm (which is small compared to
_i_;-_._ ia_'_ _ _ the central channel of the cavity). The _ ,_.
,_%" % •
", ?
operating _Qi_age of the gun' is of the order of one KV. FOr
shor_ inter_la, which are sufficiently long for microwave
measurements, higher accelerating voltages may be used. For
in_tal%ce, ._OE an accelerating voltage of about 1500 volts, the_ _i 'I_
equivalen_ele_tron density can be found from relation (8) to "_ _
be ,r'_
n - I.i x l0 s e/cm"
eq
The gun used to generate the above test condition
for the first l0 cm wavelength cavity was a Pierce type.
The cathode of %he gun is made of impregnated tungsten due • ,. _i '
17
to its high emission properties. The gun is enclosed in a
magnetically shielded housi.ng which is connected by means
of flanges to a chamber which contains the cavlty as shown
in Fig. 4.
An axial, ma_Tnetic field was L_sed to confine and
collimate the beam to a _Hl] fo_-m di.ameto_ "!}_c "a]ue of
this fie]f] on the axLs of the beam was approximately 120
Gauss for a distance c,f aL,ot_t 7 cm. A water-cooled collector
(target) was used to collect the current corresponding to
the beam crossing the central channel of the cavity. The
collector is insulated from the cavity as shown in Fig. 4.
This insulation served to measure the current collected by
the target independent of the current diffused to the walls
due to runaway elect_ons.
The cavity ttscd i_, i;,_ eloct_o_'., }.<,,_:_:{'a]il,_r__ Lon
was made of oxygen-free high conduct£vity copper in two
parts which were brazed together. The inner dimensions of
the cavity are identical to those of the first i0 cm wave-
length probe shown in Fig. 3. A pick-up loop, as shown in
Fig. 4 connects t]Je cavity through a 50 ohm coaxial line to
_ •18
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A vacuum system consisting of a forepump, a two-
inch oil diffusion pump, and a liquid nitrogen baffle was
used. The pressure was measured with a cold cathode ioni-
zation gauge station provided on the line close to the
chamber. The ultimate pressure obtained was 2 x i0 -v torr.
The electron gun assembly, and the vacuum system are sh_n
in Figs. 5 and 6.
Us_ of_thia,_echnique required two sets of measure-
ments to bemade. The first involved the determination of
the characteristics of the beam from which the equivalent
plasma e_Eon denlity could be calculated. The second
set of raeasurememEB was made to determine the shift in the
resonant _req_ency _of the cavity produced by the electron
beam pass_g through the duct of the cavity.
The schematic diagram of the set-up used to perform
the above measurements is shown in Fig. 7. The current
•interacting_with th@ electromagnetic field consists of two
parts; one going to _he collector and one diffusing toward
the_walls of the channel after passing through the in_er-
action region. The second current was measured by replacing
the channel of the cavity with electrodes: and found to be
negligible. As a result the collector current gives an
• • r
t
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accurate representation of the electron flux through the
interaction region of the electromagnetic field of the
cavity.
The current voltage characterlstlcs of the electron
gun are shown in Fig. 8. The total current and the col-
lect:ed current _L-e closel} rc]_ted to Ui_c val0,es obtained
from the Perveance (Ip) specified b'," the ma_.-_f_ctuLer of the
electron gun. Nevertheless, the current used in obtaining
n is the measured va].ue of the collector current which is
eq
slightly smaller than the sp_cified va!<les.
The maximum electron density that can be generated
with the electron gun is s]lghtly more than i0 _ e/cm _. The
fact that the current flowing in the interaction region
does not affect the Q of the ca,'ity allows the measurement
of ele_ctrc<_ densities :_._ ]_o,,.'ds i0 _ e/cm one order of
magnitude below the nominal resolution of the probe. The
results of this experimental calibration with the e].ectron
gun are shown Jn Fig 9, The point va].ues shown are the
resu].ns of the electron beam calibration. The line repre-
sents the calibration performed with the dielectric rod
technique described abo,-e, The _:es<,_:_t fr<_q,.I<_c}' sh,.tt ]_:
linearly related to the electron densit-, so that the slope
_ii_ _¸._ii__
• _k_ !•
_i_. • 20
I
- _t
r
is 45 degrees. The format used to locate the line was
experimentally determined with a plastic foam with a
dielectric constant of ( = 1.0336 corresponding to an
r
electron density of 4,.37 x 109 e/cm 3 and a resonant fre-
quency shift of 8.8 Mc. This point is not shown in Fig{. 9
because it is out of scale.
The agreement of the two procedures justified the
use of only the dielectric rod technique to obtain subse-
quent _alibration •charts for the final models of the probes.
2.5 "Final Design of the •Probes. - The first model of the
l0 cm w&%_le_'_robe was designed on the basis of 'a first
estimati_ (_its _characteristics. The Q of the cavity
without plasma, Qo' was lower than expected by a factor of
thzee and a'perturbation analysis can be performed to deter-
mine the effect of this reduction of Q upon the range of
?
_k
electron den_les covered with this instrument.
If a_iform plasma is assumed the resonant fre-
queney sh:J,_ft;" is
E s dV
_ 1 ne Vp
_o 2 n c _ E_dV
V
1
%
(1)
_; where E is the electric field ihtensity in the cavity without •
:_: pla_ma_ Vp i's the plasma volume and V the cavity volume.
I '
2]
Equation (1) can be written
#
n l 1 " , /
A 0_ k e where k E:
.... _ dV T ErdV
U '_ j
U;o n c 2 I+ _-_ Vp
o
is defined as the sensitivity of the instrument.
The change of tb, e Q of t i:o cavity is
A Q Qo c o i- --'_ _ '
n _ _: E: d V
V. / V
_o P
E: dV
(2)
The value o£ Q is determined k.v tl,e losses
o
n the walls of the
cavity, in the dlelectric window and the radiation losses at
the opening of the duct.
The minimum electron density which can be detected, nemln,
correspond to an ideal situation where .... < i and is given by
nemin I (A _)min i
~_oonc _o 2koQ ° where k °
spending to _ = 0.
is the sensitivity corre-
Thus in order to minimize the value of nemin
it is necessary to have _-_ _-_'-._ ..... _ "
. _,_ o<,_ _ o _...!c [arg :_s possible.
According to Eq (2) the value of k can be increased by enlarging
o
the diameter of the duct. This may reduce the Q A compromise
solution should be taken to get the desired minimum measurable
electron density.
Two po --__±ule modes of operation of the electromagnetic
cavity have been cot:sidereal for the probes, t- _<ansmiss Jo_n ap.d
reaction.
{i " "
[r .
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In the former, the input and output of the cavity
are independent, connected only by a resonant condition in
the cavity, while out of resonance there is no output.
In the latter there is only one magnetic coupling
lo0p, With the cavity acting as a terminating impedance oT-
the line. A change of this impedance is indicative of a
resonant condition and it appears as a shift of the standing
wave pa_ern.. This reaction mode was used with the first _ ......
• , . %
!0 cm wavelength probe because the obtainable Q is higher :.?-.i_"_
than wi£h ,.t_e transmission mode. However, the measured Q .... ._,..
was lower than expected and additional losses were antici-;_,_,._::__ ';_._._"
pared wi_n '-_e-i_troductio_ of the plasma. For these - "_':°_reasons _ . ,,, ..',
the tratt_a_==l:__0_e was adopted for the final models of
In Order to provide a margin of safety against
ment of the .,external shock from the leading edge at the zero : ,._<_;,._;._i,
and nonZ_O: _gle of attack, as well as to allow the probe ' ' ",.._
to operate at a Mach number as low as two the half angle . ,_.._ :
# :r7 _ .
of the cone was r_uced from 25 to 20 degrees. ..,
A second probe operating with a i0 cm wavelength was ' '_=.
designed and built incorporating the experience gained fro:r,
the firsu model It is shown in Fig. i0 The duct diameter
was .increased from .5 to .7 inches.
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A third probe, operating with a 3 cm wavelength
(i0 kmc), has also been built as shown in Pig. I]. The same
consideration made before for the cone angle and divergence of
the channel apply here. The range of operation of this
probe is l0 g to i012 e/cm _. The resonant frequency shift
obtained using the dielectric rod technique is shown as a
function of electron density for the three probes in Fig. 12.
The material used to produce the perturbation of the elec-
tromagnetic field has a relative dielectric constant
(r = 1.0336 corresponding to a value of ne_ c = 0336
The three experimentally determined calibration points are
L
given. The minimum detectable frequency shift has been
taken equal to A f = fo/2Qo, and the maximum measurable
electron density corresponds to a microwave frequenzy equal
to the plasma frequency.
The principal characteristics of the three probes
are listed in the following table:
_i_i
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Name
of
Probe
i0 cm
Probe
(ist
Mode I )
I0 cm
Pro:be
(2nd
Model)
t
3 cm
probe...
Minimum
Detectable
Electron
Density
(e/cm 3 )
4 ixl0 _
Critical
Electron
Resonant Qua I ity
sensitivity i
&f t
-----2"--. 1
k - I
n e f
7xlO
8 5x10 e
i Density
(e/era3 )
1 3x10" _
Freque_o] Factor
(mc/sec ! (Q)
3200 3400
3200
.042
•1185 .4X10 _ 2060
2709 0xl0: i 2OOO8684
. _=._.
L
3. .Aerodynamic Development Proqram
3.1 Introduction. - In order to obtain accurate elec+ro__
density measurements. %he internal ca,;it}: prt_'b__ des_cn
requires that a streamtube of supersonic flow be 1_ntroduced
undisturbed, into a small diameter duct with a length of
about five (5) entrance diameters. The boundary layer thick-
ness at the duct exit may under some conditions, be comparable
to the duct z adius. The fluid in the duct could uncer these
condl_ions dece]erdte s_persont _ _7'" _d m:_v ,_"en c? ,<
,%, :,
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The presence of the shock will influence the static temp-
erature and pressure of the flow within the duct. This in
turn will influence the electron density measurement. In
order to obtain a flow of fluid through the tube at the
free stream temperature and pressure, it is necessary to
compensate for the "effective" reduction in streamtube area
due to frictional effects. This is accomplished by
increasing the tube diameter in t_e downstream direction.
In view of the lack of an adequate theory to des-
cribe the flow field in the entrance region of a tube, and
in the absence of experimental data at the low Reynolds
numbers of interest, an experimental aerodynamics program
was found necessary in order to determine if the duct
entrance streamtube is captured and if the flow field within
the duct is free of significant disturbances.
In order to establish a set of design flow condi-
tions which would be representative of those which might be
encountered in the local flow field about the Apollo vehicle,
use was made of the pressure distribution data contained in
NASA TM-X-705. The data presented therein for the nose shape
with an edge radius of 5 percent D (D is the overall body
diameter) were used. These data indicated that the flow
_i_ _.... external to the boundary layer reached a Mach number of
2.5 in a _ region between S/D _ 0 and S/D = 0.125 IS is the
distance measured from the 3uncture of the nose section
with the afterbody (see TM-X-705)], for angles of attack
of 0 to 2 -_°, in both the leeward and windward flow regions
in the /Ditch plane. Since no data were presented for S/D
values between -0.06 and +0.11, it is difficult to define
Precisel M Where the local Mach number reaches a value of
2.5.
:-_:}_e _e _al _low Maeh numbers in this vicinity
will rema_'_Bsentially..... constant throughout the hypersonic
flight reg'i_e;';_th:is region just outside the boundary layer
(and al$o_u_head of the indicated separated flow region
;it<" :
-.c
I
over _th_;_.:afteE_o_M), appeared to be a suitable location for
the probe. Accordingly, the design Mach number of the probe
was This value of the Mach number essen-
tially f_e_"-_, ,aximtunvalue of the cone, angle of the
external surface of the probe, Fig. 3. The value of the
cone hal_ an_le selected initially was 25 ° . This value was
used in the design of the early models of the i0 cm wave-
length probe. Later i_ _he program and for the final probe
i
• ' i
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designs, the value of the cone half angle was reduced to
a value of 20 ° (corresponding to a critical Mach number
equal to two) to provide for operation of the probe at
angles of attack with respect to the local flow direction
ahead of the probe.
3 2 Estimated Flight Local Flcw Conditions. - The con-
ditions required to be simulated then are those encountered
in the local flow field surrounding the Apollo vehicle aft
of the heat shield where the local Mach number is 2.5 over t![:,
the altitude range extending from 350,000 ft to 150,000 ft.
These flight conditions lead to the following estimated
local conditions:
Length of Slip
Altitude Reynolds Mean Free Path Flow Region
kft Number/ft (mm) (mm}
350 2.3 445 4200
300 38.8 26.0 245
250 543 1.88 17.5
200 4,269 0.24 2.23
150 14,050 0.07 0_68
. i
il
The length of slim f!<rw is based on criteria given in Ref. !.
• _i_"i ••
4,
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!_i_ the stagnation region followed by an equilibrit_m isen-
tropic expansion to a point in the local flow field where
These local flow conditions were determined by con-
$ •
the local Math number is 2.5. In the absence of specific
trajectory information, the following flight conditions
were assumed -for the purpose of making these calculations:
_ h, kft %-i',_
350 37,150
300 37, !00
250 36,800
200 _ 29.700
150 9,950
These c_ditions were later found to correspond closely
w_th the initial _ra3ec_ory conditions (in the altitude
(
r_nge be£ween 350 kft to 200 kft), later supplied to us for
a 3000 nm Zeelltry range trajectory with an initial fligh_c
.......i_i
•,%,•
/¸jib. _' _•'_!_ •
[
path angle•of _6.4 °, and with the 150 kft conditions during
final descent on the same trajectory.
' The blowdown wind tunnel test facilities available
at GASL can simulate the conditions existing in the local
I
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flow field for the 150,000 ft case. It was not found
possible to simulate the local flow conditions above this
altitude because of the limited vacuum levels available in
a vacuum sphere and because of the low local Mach numbers
involved° The particular conditions of very low Reynolds
numbers and low supersonic Mach numbers required for the
simulation of higher altitude cases represent unusual test
conditions for which it is difficult to find facilities
with the necessary characteristics. The only facility found
which might be adequate is the low density tunnel at the
University of california, Berkeley. However, it is seen
from examination of the above table, that above 200,000 ft
continuum considerations no longer apply because of the
length of the ambient mean free path and the small probe
dimensions (5 _n internal probe diameter). It is therefore
not believed necessary to carry out aerodynamic tests of
the probe for conditions corresponding to 250,000 ft and
above. The flow conditions corresponding to the altitudes
in the vicinity of 200,000 ft, however, represent a flow
range where tests are desirable but cannot be achieved with
the existing GASL b!owdown test facilities.
130
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Calculatfons were made which indicated that when a
normal _ shock, is caused_ to stand at the entrance of the
internal passage of the probe, the electron densities indi-
cared by the probe can be in error by about two orders of
magnit'ude: "S%Ic.h discrepancies could therefore be used as
an indication of faulty aerodynamic/performance (choked
passage) during the shock tube calibration tests.
';_.-" dei%_ity levelwith_%he level calculated to be generaEed by
, .t_e shock _ujil-i;facility. Accordingly several ShOCk tube
tests were made in an attempt to achieve the proper test
#
• • •+
::_,._:: _i./._i_7+I•••¸
II
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conditions. Difficulties associated with the improper
response of triggering circuits due to the low pressures
involved prevented the collection of mear, Jr,gful data.
Time and funds did not allow the development of new instru-
mentation for operation at the low p<essure levels required.
Consequently no experlmental proof could be furnished for
the pe_formance of the probes at altiti_des a]_o\,e 150,000 ft.
The remainder of this section, then is devoted to
a description of the tests conducted in the GASL blowdown
wind tunnel facilities and the results obtained.
3.3 Aerodynamic Tests
3.3.1 Previous Investigations - The problem of
flow through a tube has been investigated at higher Reynolds
authors. Shapiro (Ref. 2) presents the solution for flow
in a constant area duct with friction. Toong and Kay
(Ref. 3) investigated the viscous fiow problem associated
with the entrance re_ion of a tube. PoT given free stream
conditions, Shapiro presents a workinq formula which pre-
dicts the maxlm_,!_' _ _!,,-_. ]_,r:,_Lh "-_,,_,.l re.! t ; _'_.'__k{ t"',_ :<low
(i.e to d_celerate _be Llow to _'_r)]c conditions), w_th the
_'i[.
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skin friction as an input to the problem. Toong and Kay
" present a me_hod for evaluating the local friction coef_
flc_e_,:which can then be used as an input to Shapiro's
formula for determining the maximum tube length. Although
the flow co._itions of the present investigation are out-
side o_ _e,range of applicability of the theory of Toong
..... and Kay, the method was applied to the present problem to
• obtalm '_, _ii estimate of the behavior which might be
_,ex_ecedii::;,iThe method predicts that choking Would occur at
approkima£ely nine_tenths of the duct length.
tC'.
1.
__i_._tly Collins (Ref. 4) experimentally
diffuser performance at low
ensl_y in SUpersonic flow. The flow conditions were
similar _£oi_:_MeSlen_ i/%_/estigation and his primary pur-
Posm waa__.deteZ_!ne if the bow shock would be swallowed
under _he_:_e_t.low Reynolds number conditions. 'Although
the inte_i:i!_(x_etry of a diffuser is different from the
probe i_ern_geometEy., the general conclusions reached
b_ Collina-ma_ extended to the present case That is,
the'bow shock_ can be swallowe_, in spite of the diffuser's
initial contraction and the rapid boundary layer growth.
7:_ .•_ _ •_. •
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The unit Reynolds number of the GASL tests were slightly
smaller than those of Collins and the probe internal duct
dimensions were considerably smaller.
3_3 2 Experimental Apparatus
3.3.2.1 Facility. - The tests were conducted
in the GASL Pebble Bed Heater facility. This facility (Fig.
13) consists of a pebble bed heater and a Mach 6 conical
nozzle which is connected to a forty (40) foot diameter
vacuum sphere. A Mach 2.5 contoured nozzle is mounted in
the test section of the Math 6 nozzle and provides the test
conditions for the electron density probe_
The mode of operation of the facility is
to expand the heated air (T o = 1400°R) at the plenum chamber
pressure (15 < P < 22 psia) by means of the Mach 6
p.C.
nozzle to a low static pressure (P _ 50 _). Then, it is
shocked down to a low stagnation pressure (PT 1 to 1.4
psia) at the entrance of the Mach 2.5 nozzle while keeping
the flow supersonic around and at the exhaust of the nozzle,
(Fig. 14). In this way, a Mach 2.5 flow could be obtained
in the contoured nozzle witb low stagnation pressure and
hence, low Reynolds numbers. This technique has been used
i_b?__ I'_'_ _
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successfully by other experlmen%s (see Ref. 5) and allows
low density tests to be performed in relatively high pres _
sure facilities.
3.3.2.2 Model. - The electron density probe
geometry used in the aerodynamic tests and pressure tap
locations are shown in Fig. 15. The duct entrance diameter
was 0.2 inches and the length was five entrance diameters.
The internal diameter in later designs was increased as a
result of preliminary developments. The results obtained
for this smaller internal diameter are conservative when
the larger diameter internal duct is considered. The duct
was expanded with a half angle of 2030 ' , to compensate for
boundary layer growth. The expansion was determined from
calculations of the boundary layer displacement thickness
l
which would be obtained over a flat plate of a- length equal
tO the duct length and subjected to conditions similar _o
those experienced by the probe. This criterion was used in
the design on the basis of the findings of Ref. 3.
The leading edge of the probe was made
sharp (R _ .0005 in.). The 25 ° semi-vertex angle of the
external cone was chosen in accordance with the previous
i
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discussions. As mentioned there, the final probe designs
incorporated a 20 ° semi-vertex angle for the external cone
shape. However, the results presented herein for the 25 °
semi-vertex angle apply equally well to the 20 _ semi-vertex
angle geometry since the lip shock apparently remained
attached throughout the tests and the internal passages
were the same in all cases. The duct was machined to a
polished surface. Three Static pressure taps were located
at various axial locations. These ports were placed at
different azimuthal planes so as to avoid their mutual
interference due to the restricted space available. The
pitot tube was located at the exit plane.
3.3.2.3 Instrumentation - Total pressures
were measured bv means of Statham pressure transducers,
which were calibrated prior to the test program and zeroed
at the beginning of each test. The transducer output was
continuously recorded on a Visicorder Oscillograph recorder.
The flow total temperatures were sensed by means of chromel-
alumel thermocouples and their outputs were also recorded
on the oscillograph recorder.
I
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The static pressures were measured by
___ -_i_!__';means o_Ha-stfngs-Raydist heated thermopile vacuum gauges°
Because_Df.the logarithmic output of the gauges, they were
carefully calibrated periodically during the test program.
A typic_l .calibration curve is shown in Fig. 16.
3.3.3 Discussion of Experimental Results_ - To
-; # -
'i} I,
I
insure. th_t,_he:,..._ Mach 2.5 noszle had started and that a plane
normal shock existed at the entrance• of the nozzle, a pater
Rressure survey Was made in the test section of the nozzle.
The result Fig. 17. The Mach number was
determi=_.b_th" - f_om the measured pater pressure in the
measured total pressure ( ) at
PT_
-_ f L'• .
the entr_'_Of_ t_%e Math 2.5 nozzle, _nd from the pitot
pressure (p_) and the nozzl_- wa_l static pressure (P).
The two _i_:Ods agreed _o within 7%. It can be seen that a
__ approximately two (2) inches exists in the
test sea':ion. :::_?_or=_parison: the probe inlet diameter is
shown 'i", the figure.
Steady flow Was found to exist for approxi-
mately six seconds, during which time the data was obtained.
A_ later times, the Mach 6 flow separated from the nozzle
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walls and the tunnel unstarted. The minimum Reynolds number
which was obtained before separation occurred was approxi-
mately 40,000 per ft. This unit Reynolds number is higher
than that required for complete simulation of the 150,000
ft case. However, the unit Reynolds number is believed
close enough so that the results obtained are indicative of
the aerodynamic behavior of the final probe designs at
local flow conditions encountered at an altitude of 150,000
ft (Ref. 6).
The static pressure distribution along the
probe internal duct for various free-stream Reynolds
numbers, nondimensionalized with respect to the static
pressure on the wall of the nozzle, is shown in Fig. 18.
These data were obtained without the presence of the pitot
tube at the exit of the duct. It is seen that the pressures
are within 30_ of the free-stream value. With the probe at
zero angle of attack, the pitot tube was located at the
center of and normal to the exit plane of the duct. The
pitot pressure measured at this point is shown plotted in
Fig. 19. Also shown is the static pressure along the duct
when the p]tot tube is in place. The disturbing influence
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of the pitot tube on the wall static pressure is readily
evident when compared to those of the probe-freo duct.
The static pressure in the duct with the
probe at a 5° angle of attack is shown in Fig. 20 The
probe was at a negative angle of attack (_ = - 5°), and the
pressure taps are on the expansion side of the duct- The
static pressure is seen to drop initially and then increase
to the free-stream value. The initial drop is due to the
expansion from the upper edge of the lip of the duct, and
the subsequent rise is due to the impingement of the
attenuated shock (emanating from the lowe5 lip).
3.3.4 Conclusions of the Aerodynamic Tests. - The
static pressure measurements in the duct indicate that:
i) The flow in the duct was supersonic
without the presence of normal
shock, either at the lip or in the
duct. The existence of a normal
shock would cause the average static
pressure to be several time's higher
than the free stream static pressure.
i2)
3)
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The flow in the duct is accelerating,
which implies that the passage is
slightly over-expanded for the Reynolds
numbers of the test.
T}_e static pressure in the probe
remains nominally at t]_e free-stream
value with the probe at a 5- angle
of attack.
4. Calibration of the Probes
4.1 I__troduction. - The probe consid(_red here is a
self-calibrating device in that the resonant frequency shift
it experiences corresponds to the electron density existing
within the interaction region. This, however, may differ
from that found £n the free stream due to the distur])ances
caused by the probe. To determine th£s dJ fference in the
properties of the plasma, simultaneou._:{ measurements of elec-
tron density are made £n a shock tube with the probe and
with a standard, nondisturbing technique consisting of a
1 cm wave L(__ngth interferometer and a 30 cm wavelength reso-
nant cavity locate(] just upstream of the testing area.
• _!, i_¸_i:
_r_ _ _ + _
,i0
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The probe is mounted inside the shock tube in a
chamber designed so as to pick up the plasma without
affecting its properties.
4°2 Shock Tube Facility. - The GASL low pressure shock
tube was used to carry out the calibration of the probe.
Its operational capabilities, important to the probe call-
bra_ion, are presented in Fig. 21.
tube design can be found in Ref. 7.
Details of the shock
The driven section is
50' long and has a 3" internal diameter. The driver and
diaphragm section of the conventional shock tube configu-
ration are replaced by a pressure chamber with a volume
equivalent to a conventional driver section and a quick-
acting mechanical valve. The velocity of the shock wave _s
measured with heat transfer gauges located along the tube;
the output from these detectors can be connected to an
oscilloscope or, for higher accuracy, to a counter. It
operates with hot hydrogen (500°K) with driver pressures of
the order of 400 psi°
4.3 Technique to Perform the Measerement. - The tech-
nique used to detect the plasma microwave interaction in
tL_
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the probe is based on the fact that the resonant frequency
of the cavity increases with the plasma electron density,
as shown in the calibration chart of Fig. ].2. The micro-
wave setup is such that: there is output from the detector
only when the resonant condition is ac}_ie_'od Plasmas. w_th
electron densities eit})er below r,r a],ove ti_r_t correspond<ng
to rcsonance allow no o,Jtput The proced_..re used is as
fc:_llows. The micr,,<_'a" e qel_erator £s presc;:_t at a certair_
L-reqtter:,.cy i + A f f bei.ng the _-csona;;t ire,<luenc',_' when n{)
o o
plasma is present. According to the cali]_ration chart
tl_is ,_ f: s]x)uld correspond to a certain elc, ctro.,] densit<
n and only this part i,.:ukar e_cc_rr_:_ ,:!ens_ t'/ wi].l give at,
Ot - -.... , ,
4 1output Lit _._,e detector.
It s]toul(] ]_e noted that the plasm.a obtained £n th(_
_._oc,'._ tube de}_,ends o_ t.,vo p,_ramcte[s J n _[ i,,.]_driven prc's_-
sure and £nc1_dent s_-oc'k wa_e \'elo<.it\,-. as sllo<.,_:_in Fig. ?k.
The plasma column so _.)k-oduced mo_,.:s dox_.,n t]r_e shock tube with
a certain electron denslt}' profile al<);,,_4the _xis of the
tu.})e, or _.< a funct:J<:,r, of time for a d__,t_,,k:t<<)_- _-_.r_}_ 9,s t] -_"
proLe. Except for a _,_]i region near 'ci_<,wail, the elec-
tron den}_i*, _' can })<. 1.<t;.c_nas a const a:_< ,_.cross the cros._
I ....
!
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The electron' density profile along the time axis
starts from zero before the shock front, increases to a
maximum, and then decays. For a small _ f the resonant con-
dition is found once in the buil_up of the plasma profile
and once in the decay_ If the value of _ f corresponds to
an electron density not obtained during the test no reso-
nance is achieved.
The repeatibility of the low pressure shock tube n_ber
three is good enough to obtain the same plasma conditions
for successive shots while changing the frequency of the
microwave generator. The information so obtained in a
series of runs makes it possible to follow the electron
density profile for the conditions maintained.
This technique is illustrated in Fig_ 22. On the
left side is a hypothetical electron density profile, where
the electron density is shown as a function of the distance
d behind the shock front, or as a function of time, t, for
a stationary object. The vertical scale represents either
electron density or the equivalent resonant frequency, ob-
tained from thecalibration chart. On the right side of the
figure is %he output of the microwave detector, as seen on
the oscilloscopes as a function of time. The distance
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between the two peaks corresponds to the time el.apsing
between the two resonant conditions for the given value of
m_crowave frequency. BI,' increasing the frequency the two
peaks indicating resonance move closer togetker until for
the maximum electron density they coalesce into one. With
an additional frequency increase the output of the detector
goes rapidly to zero t_ecause no resonance is achieved.
4.4 independent Measureme.nts - II_terferometer and 30
cm Resonant Cavity. - The final check of the probe was per-
formed by simultaneously measuring the e].{_etron <!e_tsity in
tile uRdisturbed flow w_.th an indesendent system and with
t_e probe as explained above. Ti_,e sci_leme adopted to inde-
pendently measl_re the electron density is also based on
plasma-mi.cr-owa_,e i.nteract i()_s. T]'_c ranqe from l0 s t:o i<)_"_
e/cm'; was plannec! t.o be covered with a reso_ant cylindr,cal
cavity located coax[ally with the shock t,ll)e It operates
in the TM-0!0 mode wit.}: a 30 cm wavelengt]'_. The plasma
f].ows throu,:_h the center of the cavi<y l'.iteract]_ng with the
eiectrlc t Le].d. The range from l0 Is to I0 < e/cm a was
c]'_ecked _n,'!<_pendcnt]v wi.ti_ an _nterferomet.<,r operating with
a 1 cm wavelength.
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In the former device (30 cm wavelength cavity) the
refractive index of the plasma is taken as × = 1 - 6, where
6 is a complex quantity such that
6 I <<i
The angular resonant frequency of the cavity will change
from _o (corresponding to 6 = 0) to
_= _ + A_
o
In general one will have -- << 1. The relative increment
o
of resonant frequency can be calculated (Appendix I) and
shown to be
A _ _ 3.71 2,4 -:-" + J1 2.4 -- 6
r_ r_
where r_ is the radius of the cavity and r_ is the radius
of the plasma within the cavity- This gives the change of
resonant frequency due to the plasma, assuming the plasma
represents a small perturbation of the empty cylin_rica!
cavity. In order to detect a change of the resonant fre-
A_
quency of the cavity the imaginary part of -- , responsible
for the reduction of the Q, should be smaller than the real
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part which corresponds to the actual frequency shift
Otherwise the effect of the plasma would be primarily a
broadening of the resonance curve of the cavity. This con-
dition can be taken as
O
wnez-e _ is the e]ect_(- ]_lis on
. ,n co Z frequi.:_<'v. Since Line
condition 6 , --- i require.:_ that _p _(, _i2e t_pper limit
of operatio:_ of the caviL/,- must; be taken a::. _ = _ which
p o
for the 30 cm calibrating ca,'fty co_rosponc!_ to an electron
density of ]0: c e/cm:= .
T})o second tec:h_Lque used to mo,_sure oleci ron
dep. s_ties from i{)lo to 10- : e//cm " , ,...:as<_:_ ].nter_eromoter
operating wJtk a i cm wavelength. ]};a:;{ca!l\ an ehcctromag-
IiO[L1C pla]i<9 w(_,'o ,_,s s<)i_t ,-Jcros:. < +dill p]._]_ :Fa _]'/I<] [_i'o £;[,/][]{[es
_% amp]itu(!c a_d phase <)f t]_e transmitted s]q.n._] are :ner_S-
,.:red and ]_<,-'L._ted to the c,Lectro','. _h,nt it_- al_d col] 4sion.... fro-
qt_enc%'. 1.,,},tus constd.r:r a plane oi<:ot L,J:Ra<.Jl%<,t IC v,'aV@
propagatzn U across a p]_asma sla]; of r::ickn_'ss x Due to
d}
the small transves.:_a] c!i:nc,nsiolls of tk<_ c,loctromagnetic
beam one can ass<[P:o <.t .<_iforPa p_ast',.a <2_ t<t r] }RIC tOn perpen-
dicular to th.e microwa_'e beam axes. 'r;_e p]asm,_ frequency
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is considered lower than the microwave frequency.
In this case the plasma introduces a phase shift
x o
_=in _
o i+_o
n dx
where I is the wavelength in a vacuum and no
E m u_
o e
n = 2
o e
is given by
where _ is the angular frequency. ¢o the pe_ittivity of a
vacuum, and where e and m are the electron charge and mass
respectively. At the same time the amplitude of the elec-
tromagnetic wave is attenuated by a factor of e where
x 0
7 = in u_ ! n dx
o i+_ o
A direct measurement of _ • and 7 provides the values of u
and the integrated valu_ of n _l_ng _h_ _+h _ ,_ _ ....
wave beam.
Since one does not expect variations of electron
density over the cross section of the plasma column, except
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for a small region near the walls of the tube, the inter-
ferometer technique should provide acc<,.rate information.
The limitation of such a device for this part_culaY inves-
t_gati, on is that for sma]._ electron densities 'less than
]_0l° e//cm _) the p]_ase shift due to _he piasma _s too small
to be detected hence tile requi_:-on'.o_,.t of ano[.hcr tocnnLque
capab]_o of operatillg at a lower fre-]_ency The circuit of
t}<<, one centimeter wave]en_]th mi_crowa,L, Jntocferomcter i s
_<!_own in Fig. 23 and con_._, I;',ict]on <]{:<all:= in Fig. 24
The si<N_al generated in a klvstron is fed tilrough
a flexible waveguid<_ _ to avoid the _'f_c,ct of mec},.anical
vibrations, and t}_rough a'._ atten:_ator __n ocd<_._ to eliminate
reflected ,_-ignals. A cavity wave meter is inserted at this
point ,_qnene_,er the. frequency of operation of t'.'-eklystron
}_as to be checked. A dir<,<'i ionai co<_p!er :<<_nds a _;oference
._]q_u_._! to the two detectors. Ti_e _'_iii,nsi_\!:_.[ <!oes th_-ough
a caJf})rated va_:ia}_ie att<.nu_tor an<[ a caii}_rated var_ab].e
p}'._ase s}_ifter to I:}:c t r_Jl:_.<<mitting horn ant<_nna loca[ed
against t}:c pyre:< tubinq <-onfin!n<_ t:'.e o]._sma [o }}e m_n_=-
ured. A r_x:olvin,£] a_iten_,a cc, llects t}_e s Lg:_al that goes
across tke i_nte_ract L{_)_'__,._cjion and deli"<'!-s it to t_',e two
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detectors whose outputs are the combination of reference
and transmitted signal. The horns are matched to the glass
window and the effect of the plasma, being underdense, is
a change in amplitude and phase of the transmitted signal
the reflections being negligible.
The detectors are located in the two arms of a
magic tee. As a result, their outputs are 9Q ° out of phase.
When no plasma is present the calibrated variable attenuator
is set so as to make the transmitted signal equal in ampli-
tude to the reference signal. With the response of the
detectors made equal, the phase shifter is adjusted so as
to have zero output in the difference circuit. The su_nmin!5
circuit adds both outputs. This circuit is particularly
convenient for measuring small phase shifts, the response
being close to linear for the phase shift obtained fron_ the
differential circuit. The attenuation of the signal is
obtained from the summing circuit. The measurement is per--
formed by recording the sum and difference of the detector
outputs in an oscilloscope. The values obtained during the
tests are then reproduced on the oscilloscope by adjusting
the phase shifter and attenuator. In this way the effect
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of the plasma upon the transmitted signal can be determined
and from this the propel-ties of the plasma may be found.
In general, the absorption was found to b,e very small for
tb,e conditions of operdtion of the s}_ock _,.d,_e thus simpli-
fvin'_ the r0easurement
The resonant cavity and t_'_e i;ort- antennas of the
£!_orfer(}neter ar_ :::ot,,nted _n ti_e s}:o<:k tul_e inside a high
pressure c],,Nnbo_- <',<_.<i._!,ed to support t}_<o o..['__£pmont as
s!_.own in F._gs 24. 2% a_]d 26. T_,,.o_[asma container Lp.
the Yogion of interaction el the :'a,,i1y and i.nterferomoter
is a section (_f- pyrex t:ubi_q made wi.t}_ t]:_: >:ame internal
di_amcter as t__%e s}_¢)ck _u[)< , so as to avo-_] perturbation of
the f]ow. Both the .tnt__,ri]oromet<_r an<{ the 30 cm wavelength
cavity h,_ve }:,eeu calibrated w£th a know:] Rcrturbation pro-
d,,ced })b.._Sing a o[.ast_: foam and fol_!<',w_-_g tl_e same tech-
!]lqtle a [Y@<_c]y do:-:cr" _ _
. L__),_(_for the orol-,-,s Ti_e re-:uiting
cali})<-dt] (:_ clear! s dr_ _;]_,own [r_.Figs.. i7 ,_nd 28. IR]wever
t)._e plasma generated in _i'_e si_ock tu}_o }-ad a collision fro-
quency of the sd!ue el:clot of mag_'itudo :_s the froque:',cv ot
operation of t]lc_ 30 cm wa,,e!engti] ca,,itv. T}_is resulted in
a low output dnc! a te_;:{_,ncv to !nc!i,,'_ _-, !ov,;er electron
5O
densities than actually existed.
Rather than compute the resonant frequency shift
for a lossy plasma and use the cavity at an off-design con-
dition, it was decided to calibrate the l0 cm wavelength
probe in the range of i0 e to l0 I° e/cm 3 with the shock tube
calibration chart which is known to be accurate within a
factor of two for this range.
4.5 Experimental Setup. - The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 29. It provides for the measurement and
recording of the following quantlties:
e
I
I
a) Shock wave velocity
b) E!ecLron density as determined with
standard measuring devices
c) Probe output
d) Shock wave pressure profile
The probe is mounted in a chamber im_.ediately after
the interferometer and pressure pickup. The shock wave
velocity is obtained by measuring the time interval between
two pulses generated by the shock wave when it travels a
known distance. These pulses are obtained from heat trans-
fer gauges flush-mounted in the inner wall of the shock tube.
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The level of these pulses is raised to 40 volts and shaped
so as to have constant output for a wide range of operating
conditions
The f_rst tri.'_ger starts a codnt_r and the second
one stops it. Two d,._a! beam oscLlloscopes ' ere used, the
sweeos started wJ t_ t'_e second trigger and the traces used
record the sum _:_d differe.mce of the signals from t_=e
interferometer detectors, the response of the 30 cm wave-
length res()nant cavity and the response of the probe This
technique _.s repeated several times in the shock tube for
identical flow conditior_s until the electron densit:,, has
been determined ]Jy var\'in<_ the operating frequencies of the
probe and the 30 cm wa"elength cavit _' as described prev-
:o:_<sl-/. T}_e s)lock wa-,._e pressure prof£]e is recorded to check
t!_e _-<,pe,_1 J_!,i[tt- <:,f _}-.e ael"odlu_am]<; c_>_',...i£tio'_s. The test
rosa<its ar_, si_o',,::'_i_'_ F_:js i{3 and 34 fo_- t},.<, li) and 3 cm
t,;'_='e].<._,.gtk !_ro}:,es, J csp<:<;tJve_l< .
'Pwo tb,pica L sotks of pictures d_c p]esented Ln
Fi]K. 30 a:]<_ 31 _,;.o for ti'c lO <:m \,:,_"ei_,:g[i pro].e and the
otke_ _or i_he _] cm wave]_e:, fti_ pro'_< _.
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In each case the three pictures have been selected
in the neighborhood of the preset frequency corresponding
to the peak electron density. In the set of pictures corre-
sponding to the l0 cm wavelength probe a pressure trace
used no measure the shock velocity is shown, while the 3 cm
wavelength probe pictures show the trace of the inter-
ferometer.
The total set of pictures is as follows:
l0 cm Wavelength Probe
Picture A f (Mcs_
i 6 (shown)
2 8 (not shown)
3 9 (shown)
4 i0 (shown)
5 14 (not shown)
6 22 (not shown)
3 cm Wavelength Probe
Picture A f (Mcs)
1 35 (shown)
2 64 (shown)
3 97 (shown)
4 138 (not shown)
A typical trace of the i cm interferometer is shown
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in Fig. 32 along with the corresponding 3 cm probe output for
a specified preset frequency
According to tbe adopted definition of resolution
there is an indetermination associated with each measurement
of frequency clue to t_e finite Q of the cavity. The corre-
sponding frequency i_andwidth for the particular measurement is
expressed as a spreading of electron densit£os as shown in
Figs 33 and 34.
To determine the resolution of the probes for the con-
ditions under which t_Jey t_ave been calibrated the operating Q
was measured using the traces obtafned during the calibration
and considering the amplitude of the resonance peaks. Figs. 35
and 36 show the general trend of the Q decay and the corre-
sponding change in bandwidth as a function of the electron
density for the particular conditions under which these tests
have been i_,erforme,:],
T%_ese va]t_es of Q are lower tr:an the ones computed by
using in Eq. {3) t!:e values of _ given bv the properties of the
flow. In other words tl0e apparent value of _ is larger than the
value predicted by t]_e performallce chart of the shock tube, indi-
cating that additional mechanisms of energy losses are present.
In particular [khe p].asma sheati], the thrn region close to the
walls of the duct 'w!:e_e the elementary plasma model is not
valid may introduce the detected absorption of energy.
i
i
i
I
i
i
i
i
i
t
i
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5. Investigation of Techniques .to Measure Hiqher Electron
Densities. - As explained before, the upper limit of opera-
tion of the internal cavity probe cannot be extended above
i0 ia e/ca _ because of the viscous aerodynamic choking of
the flow i,'% the channel when its dimensions are reduced to
correspond to the decreased wavelength. Therefore two
other possible principles of operation have been studied
in order to determine the possibility of measuring higher
electron densities with probe devices. These are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
5.i External Cavity Probe. - The principle of opera-
tion of this instrument is based on the penetration char-
acteristics of an electromagnetic wave in an overdense
plasma. A partially open resonant cavity is surrounded by
an overdense plasma; the resonant frequency of this struc-
ture is a function of the penetration of the field inside
the plasma which in turn is related to the electron density.
Consequently, a correlation between resonant frequency and
electron density can be established_ A description of the
principle of operation is given in Appendix If. It is
shown there that this principle can be used to cover three
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orders of magnitude in e].ectron density. A practical upper
limit at which the penetration depth becomes comparable to
the thickness of the reg'_on where the plasma properties
are affected by bo_:ndaiy effects _s ]0 l_ e,,/cm_ . The mini-
mum measurable electr<;_ density corresponds to the critical
plasma frequency, where the ca\'itv ] e_,'[ns t.o radiate energy,
consequently redL_cinq the Q and the resc)lut]on of the probe.
A range of i0 _-= to ]0 _ e/'cm:' seems to be appropriate for
this instrument.
5.2 Low Phase Velocity Structure. - In this proposed
technique an evanescent wave is generated wit_ a structure
equivalent to a dielectric. In this condition there is no
radiation of energy when no plasma J s present. The pene-
tration depth of this evanescent wave is like in the
external cavity p_c,De_ a function of the plasma electron
density in the interaction region. Here too a correlation
between resonance freq_;erlcy and e].ectron dcnsJ.t%- can be
established. T!:e p._ir_ciple of ope_:ation of tb_s technique
is given in Appendix Iii.
T<e fact t l_,:_:<}-:ere is no r<_dJati.ol< 'when a plasma
is not present allows ,_easurements i_ underdense as well
as o\,elrdense plasmas. Studies described in Ap!?e_idLx III
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indicate that four orders of magnitude in electron density
can be covered, going from one order of magnitude below
the critical electron density to the region where the
limitations similar to those of the external cavity probe
are encountered. With nhese limitations the range
of measurable electron densities is estimated to be from
I0 _° to i0 _ e/cm 3.
These two techniques appear to be particularly
convenient for measuring a broad range of several orders
of magnitude in electron densities at plasma frequencies
equal to or larger than the operating microwave frequency
of the instrument. It is worthwhile noting that using the
above-n_entioned techniques electron densities in the range
up to l0 :_ e/cm 3 can be measured using S and X band fre-
quencies. Conventional interferometric techniques when
applied to measurements in this range would require the use
of millimeter wavelengths. The high sensitivity obtained
with these %echniques is due to the large values of Q which
can be achieved with the two resonant structures.
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6. Conclusions
6.1 With a given operating frequency the internal
cavity probe can be '_sed to measure electron densities over
a range of three or<_ers of magnitude. Aerodynamic consid-
erations limit the u_:,_,er r_nge of meas_rable electron dens-
ities by this technique to ]0 _:_ e/cm
6.2 Aerodynamic c,_-[!dltlo_]s were simulnted for an alti-
tude of 150,000 ft during the l-eentrf of the Apollo space-
craft, and a model of the 3 cm wavelength probe was deter-
mined to fulfill the basic aerodynamic requirements of
sampling the flow without significantly changing its
properties. The angles of attack tested were 0 and 5c .
6.3 The electromagnetic calibra<ion was performed to
determine the reso!_ition, sensitivity and range of electron
density of two modeis of a J.0 cm wavelength and one model
of a 3 cm wavelength probe_ Two methods i-lave been used to
measure the characteristics mentioned above arid the results
have been found to a<_ree.
6.4 The measurement of electron densities in a shock
tube with the 3 cm _'aveI_ength pLobc was compared to t]_e one
obtained with a orle centimeter _],.terferometer. The%' have
_i_ _ _-_ ' '. _ _ °
been found to agree within a factor of two in electron
densities.
6.5 The l0 cm wavelength probe was checked against the
value of electron densities predicted for the shock tube as
a function of incident Mach number and initial driven pres-
sure. The results have been found to agree- The 30 cm
wavelength resonant cavity could not be used because the
plasma generated in the shock tube has a too-high collislon
frequency for the frequency of operation of this particular
cavity.
6.6 This program has resulted in the development of
two operational internal cavity electron density probes.
One of these probes operates with a l0 cm wavelength and
measures electron densities in the range of l0 s to i0 I_
_/cm _. The other operates with a 3 cm wavelength and
measures electron densities in the range of i0 _ to l0 I_
e/cm s .
6.7 Theoretical investigations have indicated that by
using o_her techniques, such as the external cavity and the
low phase velocity structure, it should be possible to extend
the upper limit of measurable electron densities to 10_e/c:n J.
t
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APPENDIX I
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE INTERNAL CAVITY PROBE
I-i
This appendix presents an analysis of the operation of
an internal cavity probe which essentially follows that
given in Ref. 8. The resonant frequency of a cavity depends
upon its geometrical shape and the properties of the medium
contained inside the cavity. If the cavity is partially
filled with a plasma, for small values of both the plasma
frequency and the collision frequency compared to the resonant
frequency of the cavity the plasma behaves primarily like a
dielectric medium, whose index of refraction depends upon the
electron concentration. Consequently, the resonant frequency
of the cavity will depend upon the electron _ensity n . The
e
analysis of the resonant condition is performed assuming a
cylindrical cavity whose central duct contains a uniform plasma.
A. Oscillation of the Cylindrical Cavity
Let us consider a cylindrical cavity of radius re
and height z , and let us choose a system of cylindrical
o
coordinates r, 8, z, coaxial with the cavity. The region
of the cavity:
I
I
I
I-2
0 < r < rl (rl << rs)
is assumed to contain a plasma defined by a plasma fre-
quency, _ , and an electron collision frequency, u. The
P
geometry of the cavity is shown in Fig. 38.
We will analyze now the mode of oscillation of the
cavity corresponding to a distribution of electromagnetic
field with the electric field given by the component E
z
and the magnetic field given by the component H@. Further-
more, in the region (I-l) in a first-order approximation,
the distribution of electric current, due to the electron
oscillations, is oriented in the z-direction. Thus the
electric current density is given by the component j
Z"
If Ez, H@, jz depend upon time t in the form:
i_t i_t iu_t
, -- I e (I-2)Ez = E e ' HO = H e Jz
the governing equations in region (I-l) become:
dE
dr - i_ _o H (I-3)
1 d
(rH) = i0_ ( E + I (I-4)
r dr o
(N + i_) I = ( u_ E
o p
(I-5)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
where E o, Mo are the electric and magnetic permeabilities
of a vacuum, respectively. From the system of Eqs. (I-3),
(I-4)_ and (I-5), we obtain:
r dr r + c-_ 2 E = 0 (I-6)
where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum:
c : (_oUo)-½ (z-v)
and _ is the refractive index of the plasma:
½
_p 1
_ = I- _0_i_ i
(z-8)
The solution of Eq. (I-6) is:
E : E_ J I--_ _ r) + E2 Y
0 IC 0
where J Y are Bessel functions of order zero and of the
s
0 0
first and second kind, respectively. E_ , E_ are arbitrary
constants_ By _irtue of (I-9) and (I-3). we obtain:
, O
-- × E_ J_ K r + E2 Y3. × r
H : i / _o
(I-lO)
II
I-4
In the region of the cavity:
r% < r < rs (I-ii)
we have × = 1 and E, H are given by:
(°)E = Es J --r + E4 YO C O 4(I-12)
H = i c)s J1 c r + E4 J1 (I-13)
where Es, E_ are two additlonal arbitrary constants.
At r = 0, the function E must be finite; conse-
quently:
E2 = 0 (I-14)
If the wall of the cavity is assumed to be a per-
fect electric conductor, E must vanish at r = r2. Thus
from (I-12), we have:
(°)-- rsJo c
E4 = - Es yi_o --cr2) (I-15)
and in the region (I-ll), the electromagnetic field is given
by :
E = E3
H = i E3
Jo
Yo (_ r_)
_o z c
C:r) I
I-5
(I-16)
(I-17)
/
/"
At the surface r = rl, both E and H must be con-
tinuous. Thus, taking into account the condition (I-14),
we obtain the system of equations:
Jo (_ r2) I
_Jo (_ rl)- yo (_ r_) Yo (_ rl
E3 = 0
Y (--_r1o _c
Y1 c r
By virtue of (I-18), _ must satisfy the equation:
E3 ---
(_-18)
rl
c
= Jl (_ rl)Yo (_ r2)- Jo (_ r_)Y1 (_ rl)
Jo (_ rl) Yo (_ r_) -Jo (_ r2)Yo (_ rl)
(I-19)
I-6
By solving (I-19), we obtain the complex values of _. The
real part of W gives the resonant frequency of the cavity
and the imaginary part gives the damping of the oscilla-
tions, due to the energy losses inside the plasma.
B. Resonant Frequency and Dampinq
of the Oscillations
Let us assume first:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
× = 1 (I-20)
In this particular case, Eq. (I-19) reduces to:
Jo (_ r2) [Jo (_ rl) YI (_ rl)- Jl (_ rl)Yo
-- rl = 0
c
(I-21)
2 c
(I-22)
_rl o
_c /
Thus the resonant frequencies of the cavity with-
out the plasma in the region 0 < r < rl are given by the
|
roots of the Bessel function Jo" In particular the funda-
mental resonant frequency is given by:
--_ r_ _ 2.40 (I-23)
c
\
1.7
Let us suppose now that the refractive index of the plasma
is:
x = 1 - 6 _ (I-24)
where 6 is a complex quantity, such that:
6 I << 1 (I-25)
The new resonant frequency of the cavity willlbe -
= _ + _ W (I-26)
O
where _ is the frequency corresponding to _ = 1
O
In a
general case A _ is a complex quantity and we assume:
IA _I << _ fi-27)
O
By virtue of (I-25) and (I-27), in a first-order approxi-
mation, Eq. (I-19) becomes:
_2_Cr_ Jo (_ rs)+ Y o (_ rs)[Jo (_ K rl)Jl i_ rl)
0
I /
I
I-8
Let us call:
! '>' / '!......
<
I we have
W
O
c
-- x
O (I-29)
i'
i whe re
(_ = _- 6 (I-31)
I o
In Eq. (28) we have:i
(°I I
I Jo C X rl J1 c r - X J1 c K rl Jo c r
[JoI_ol+ % (_o),Xo_"- (
- j_(_o) + j_: %) xo %]
-(i-6) [J_(x )+j_ (_)x =][j (_)+j" (×)× t _]f o o oi[ o o o o o [_
where j' are the derivatives of the Bessel functions:
, /_ _lx)/
I J (xO) : __'_-X --i /X=Xo (I-33)
I If (I-31) is taken into account, (I-32) reduces to:
i (×) J_(x ) - x [J'(x ) j_(x ) - j (x) J_'(x)])
6
< 0 0 o o 0 0 0 o 0 0
- (I-34)
i
I
I-9
On the other hand:
Jo' (Xo) = - J1 (x O) ; J1' (x o) = Jo(Xo) _ _-I J1 (x O)
o
(I-35)
Thus:
Jo (Xo) J1 (x o) - Jo(Xo) J1 (Xo)=- Jo(Xo)
_ j 2 (Xo) + _x JO(xO) J1 (x O)
o
(I-36)
and (I-34) becomes:
(x O) + J1_ )] x 6[Jo (Xo o
Hence, Eq. (28) reduces to:
2 c J r2
_ r_ o
o
•Yo r °
+ J1
o
c c
The first term in (I-38) transforms to:
2 c
W r_
o
r_ _ -
Jo _ _ r_
o
6 _ 0
(I-37)
(I-38)
(I-39)
II
I
1-10
and Eq. (38) becomes:
_ r_ _ %r_ Yo -_ r_ I"°I]C rl 6
(I-40)
which gives the change of the resonant frequency and the
damping of the oscillations, due to the plasma, assuming
that the plasma represents a small perturbation of the empty
cylindrical cavity.
In order to satisfy the condition (I-25), we assume
in Eq. (I-8) :
<< _ (I-41)
P
Thus for _ = _ , the refractive index becomes:
O
_ l+i--
!..2_ o
× _ 1 - 2 _ ..2 (1-42)
V
o 1 + ----_
o
ioeo,
2
ul
!__p
(6) _ 2 _ _
Re
O
1
V _
i+---_
O
(I-43)
I-ll
and
1 _._ 1 _ (I-44)
I m (6) " _ _ _ _
o i +_ o
u_
0
By means of (]-43) and (I-44), we may evaluate
from Eq. (40) both the real and the imaginary parts of A _.
It is necessary to emphasize that in order to
detect a change of the resonant frequency of the cavity,
the order of magnitude of the imaginary part of A _ must
be smaller than the order of magnitude of the real part of
A _. Otherwise the effect of the plasma would be primarily
a broadening of the resonance curve of the cavity. This
condition is satisfied if:
<< _ (I-45)
O
Consequently, the resonant frequency of the empty
cavity gives the maximum value of the collision frequency
which allows the possibility of measuring the change of the
resonant frequency due to the plasma. For instance: for a
3 cm wavelength cavity, the maximum value of _ would be:
-_ 1010 (I-46)
max
1-12
If _ _ corresponds to the fundamental resonant fre-
o
quency of the cavity, given by (I-23), Eq. (I-40) becomes:
A _ 3.71 2.4 + J1 _ 2.4 -- 6
o r_
o
(I-47)
We observe that the real part of _ _ is a positive quantity;
which means that the resonant frequency of the cavity
increases with the injection of the plasma in the central
region 0 < r < rl. Furthermorea the resonant frequency
increases rapidly with the dimension rI .
The plasma frequency _ is related to the electron
P
by the equation:
2½
Ine o>= (I-48)P (o me
density n
e
where _ao, me are the electric charge and the mass of an
electron. The numerical value of _p/2_ is_
½
-_ _ 8.97 n (I-49)
27 e
where n is the number of electrons per cubic meter.
e
Thus
assuming always a 3 cm wavelength cavity, the useful range
1-13
of the order of magnitude of n
e
this technique is:
which may be measured with
0 (n) < i0 _e el/m 3
e
(T-50)
II-I
APPENDIX II
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE EXTERNAL CAVITY PROBE
The reflection properties of an electromagnetic wave
of angular frequency _o at the interface of an overdense
collisionless plasma (_ > _ , U = O) can be used as the
p o
principle of operation of a probe intended to measure elec-
tron densities.
The basic idea is to have a partially open resonant
cavity. When this device is immersed in an overdense plasma
it becomes a closed structure with the resonant frequency
a function of the penetration of the electromagnetic field
inside the plasma. This penetration is a function of the
electron density, consequently a correlation between reso-
nant frequency _m_ _l=_t_nslty can be e§tabiished.
The propagation constant inside the plasma is imaginary
and equal to
k_ = i -- _--_-F- iC _ (II-l)
0
where i = $--_
c = speed of light in a vacuum.
4
II-2
I
I
I
I
I
I
For _ >>
p o
ks _ -_ (II-2)
c
Thus the penetration depth of the electromagnetic wave
inside the plasma is given by
1 ~ c_-
P
(II-3)
The results are essentially the same if either a plane or
a cylindrical geometry is considered.
An analysis of the electromagnetic performance (reso-
nant frequency versus electron density) of a probe using
this principle of operation can be made using the model
shown in Fig. 40.
A cylindrical cavity formed by two perfectly conducting
parallel planes and a cylindrical electromagnetically trans-
parent sheet of internal radius r ; which separates the
o
internal region of the cavity from the plasma region; are
assumed. The thickness of the cylindrical wall is assumed
negligible. The plasma located outside of the cylinder is
uniform and the metallic planes are assumed infinite in
extent.
II-3
For _p < _o the electromagnetic field is radiated in
the radial direction between the metallic planes, and a
well defined resonance condition is not found_ Only an
overdense plasma _ > _ will lead to a total reflectionp o
of the electromagnetic wave. A change in _ means a change
P
in penetration depth and consequently of the resonant fre-
quency.
The TE011 mode seems to be a suitable one because it
has no currents between the plasma and the walls of the
cavity.
The dispersion equation is
1 J_ (x) = 1 KI (y) (II-4)
x Jo (x) y Ko (y)
where J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of the first kind
of order 0 and I respectively, x and y are given by
x = ro c2 Z e
(zz-5)
/ ,]y = ro _ - + _ (II-6)
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum. The solution
II-4
can be obtained graphically but the analysis of the asymp-
totic behavior can be performed very easily. Assume
>> _. In Eq. (II-4) one hasP
Lim x = x
o
= 3.832
where x
o is the first root of J_ (x) = 0 and
KI (y)
Lim - 1
Ko (y)
Thus Eq. (II-4) yields
1 J1 (x) 1
x J0 (x) y
(II-7)
By substituting in Eq. (II-7)
one has
x = x
o + 6x with the c°nditi°n I 6x i << x
J1 (x) _ J0 (x O)6 x
o
and the equation simplifies to
6
x 1 c
x _v° r 0_o o p
II
l
i
I
I
1
I
The resonant frequency of the cavity is _ = W o
w is the resonant frequency when _ " _.
o P
0_ = C
O
27;2 X o
] -'-_ + ---_Z r
o o
II-5
+ 6 where
In Eq. (II-8) one has
2
/ _ _2 2_ 6o o
x = r , -- - -- +
O _ C 2 X _ c 2
' O
-- X
O
+
is given by
O
Thus
6
X
X
O
_r 2 6
o o 1
- e X _C
0
and Eq. (II-7) yields:
6
O
2
_o Xo k
3
I_orol _'ne
I c I
o o 1
2 2
C X
O
(zz-8)
where
k __
2
_x
0 0
e
(m(o) ½
n is the electron density; ( the permittivity of a
e o
vacuum; e and m are the electron charge and mass, respec-
tively. One can conclude that the relative change of
!!i
II-6
L
resonant frequency of the cavity is inversely proportional
to the square root of the electron density.
To estimate the range of application of this probe
6
-i
- Q may be assumed to give the minimum detectable fre-
O
quency shift, i.e., the resolution of the instrument.
_min
x
1 O o
For W = 2_ x 3 KM , r = 8 cm, x = 3.83 we can expect a Q
C O O
of l0 s as a maximum value. One gets _ = 1.8 x i0 le rad/sec
P
corresponding to n = 1016 e/cm s, giving margin for addi-
e
tional reduction of the sensitivity.
On the other hand the condition _ _ W must be satis-
o p
fied. Consequently the minimum electron density is i0 II
e/cc for the operating frequency of 3 KMc/sec.
It is worthwhile pointing out that the minimum operat-
ing frequency is related to a maximum acceptable size for
the cavity. The flow field boundary layer and the plasma
transport processes may change the electron density close
to the wall. The thickness of this region of nonuniform
plasma distribution must be smaller than the penetration
II-7
depth of the electromagnetic wave in the plasma. Prelim-
inary calculations indicate that this condition can be
satisfied up to a range of electron densities of the order
of i0 I_ e/cc, where the penetration depth of the electro-
magnetic field is estimated to be of the order of 1 mm.
Additional limitations are encountered when one con-
siders the effects of collision frequency. When p _ 0 the
__o << 1 is:
equation for the frequency shift with
P
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
6 x 2 _ t
o o I lJ
_r 3 _ ' 1 - i
oo
Thus in order to obtain a simple correlation between
the actual frequency shift R e (6_o_) and the electron dens-
ity, one must have -- < i. For this condition the relation
o
given in Eq. (II-8) can be used. The plasma generated •
during the reentry is estimated to satisfy this condition
as well as the plasmas obtained in the shock tubes used to
check the probe.
A possible configuration of a probe to measure elec-
tron density in a supersonic flow according to this prin-
ciple is shown in Fig. 41.
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The final dimensions of the probe will change linearly
with the microwave wavelength being used, with the square
root of the relative dielectric constant of the material
filling the cavity and with the use of more sophisticated
resonant structures. The maximum diameter of the probe
shown in Fig. 33, (i0 cm wavelength, E = 4) is estimated
r
to be approximately 3 inches. Smaller sizes can be obtained
by reducing the wavelength; however, this will raise the
minimum measurable electron density, consequently the range
of operation will be narrowed because the upper limit,
1014 e/cm 3, is fixed essentially by boundary effects_
_PENDIX III
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LOW PHASE VELOCITY STRUCTURE PROBE
A probe can be developed with the basic idea of meas-
uring the propagation properties of a dielectric waveguide
located in the ionized flow field, In order to describe _
the principles of operations of such a probe assume a
dielectric rod of circular cross section of radius r
O'
located in a plasma. A detailed study of the propagation
properties of a dielectric rod can be found in Refo 9.
rod.
Let xI be the index of refraction of the dielectric
If the medium surrounding the rod is a uniform loss-
less plasma its index of refraction is given by
_2 = i- (III-l)
where _ is the plasma frequency and _ is the angular fre-
P
quency of the electromagnetic field. Furthermore, assume
a fundamental TM mode of operation of the dielectric wave-
guide. The dispersion equation is:
_ J_ (x) _ KI (y)
- (III-2)
x Jo (x) y K0 (y)
III-2
where Jo and J1 are the Bessel function of the first kind
of order 0 and 1 respectively.
I Hankel functions of order 0 and 1 respectively_
given by
xe = k0_x1_r0 _ - kz_r0_ 1i y_ _ k0_K_ro _ + kz2ro 2
Ko and KI are the modified
x_ y are
(III-3)
k0 is the propagation constant in a vacuum and k is the
Z
axial propagation constant in the dielectric waveguide.
Assume for instance that the frequency of the electro-
magnetic wave is given. Thus k0 is known and the solution
of the system of Eqs. (III-2) and (III-3) determines a value
of k as a function of the index of refraction ×e of the
Z
plasma. Therefore a measurement of k (i.e., the axial
z
wavelength of the electromagnetic field) can be correlated
to the electron density of the plasma surrounding the rod.
Assume first that the rod is surrounded by a very weak
plasma, (i.e. _ << _) and let x0, Yo be a pair of values
P
for x and y which satisfy Eq, (III-2) in the limiting case
= i; (_ = 0).
P
If k is the axial propagation constant in the limit-
zo
ing case of zero electron density, the solution of
Eqs. (III-2)and (III-3)for a small value of (_)
to a value k + 6k where
zo z
III-3
leads
2Y o
k°2G'(Y°)- -- G(Y°) (__)_
6k = rQ .
aF - G'(Y0)
2kzo _ (x0) x0
(Iii-4)
In this equation G(yo) is the value of
1 K_ (y)
G(y) - Y Ko (y) (III-5)
at y = Yo and G' (Yo) is the derivative of G(y) with respect
to y at y = Yo-
F' (Xo) is the derivative of
1 J_ (x)
F(x) - x J0 (x) (III-6)
at x = Xo.
It is of interest to observe that the shift in the
propagation constant k is proportional to the electron
z
density.
Equation (III-4) assumes that no propagation of the
electromagnetic field occurs in the radial direction.
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APPENDIX IV
INTERNAL CAVITY PROBE OPERATING MANUAL
The suggested equipment consists of a cw microwave
generator with a power output on the order of 20 mw and a
d
frequency range as wide as that specified for the particular
probe being used (2 to 2.3 KM for the i0 cm wavelength probe
c
and 8.6 to 10.8 KM for the 3 cm wavelength probe) a wave-
c
meter for the same frequency range, an oscilloscope with a
sensitivity up to 1 mv/cm, a recording camera, a directional
coupler, a crystal detector with output indicator, an iso-
lator and the components required to interconnect the above-
mentioned elements.
!
A schematic of the set-up is shown in Fig. 44. The
microwave power generator is a klystron with its correspond-
ing power supply; the output is fed through an isolator and
a directional coupler which delivers a sampling signal to the
frequency measuring system composed of a wavemeter, crystal
detector and an indicator (a milliammeter or an oscilloscope).
From the directional coupler the signal is delivered to
the probe.
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Both the I0 and the 3 cm Wave_
transmission cavity; the holders conta!_ the- _> .. _
tors and the coaxial cables carrying the micr_ave signal o
from the input to the cavity where the coupling is performed
with a loop; a second loop picks up the transmitted signal
and delivers it to the crystal detector. Both input and out-
put of the probes are BNC connectors, the one mounted ahead
is the input for the 3 cm wavelength probe and the output for
the i0 cm and vice versa. This is shown in Fig. 44.
The output from the probe is connected to the oscillo-
scope and recording system. It is convenient to connect a
resistance at the output of the crystal to compensate for the
capacities and improving the time resolution of the recorded
measurement. A value of a few thousand ohms is adequate to
obtain resolution of the order of microseconds.
8
An appropriate foregoing system should be used to com-
mand the oscilloscope. For the calibration of the probes use
has been made of heat transfer gauges acting as triggers.
The probe in use should be mounted exposed to the plasma
flow; it can be held in place by using the two threaded
holes located in the back of the holder. Sufficient room
should be allowed for the ionized gas to flow around the
!"
F
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
perform the measurement of electron densities.
i. Determine the resonant frequency of the cavity
without plasma. The frequency of the microwave generator
is changed until an output from the probe is found. _ By
using the wavemeter this resonance frequency (fo) is
measured.
2. The maximum expected electron density is estimated
and the corresponding frequency shift (_f) can be found in
Fig. 37. The microwave generator is set at a frequency f
o
+_f.
The sensitivity of the oscilloscope can be selected
considering that the output of the probe goes down with
respect to the value obtained when determining f at a rate
o
of one order of magnitude for each order of magnitude in
electron density. Those values change over wide limits and
the more convenient value can be found only by performing
the measurement.
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The sweep velocity of the oscilloscope is selected
according to the expected direction of the plasma flow and
the delay introduced in the trigger because of its location
relative to the probe.
3. Firing of the shock tube and interpretation of the
photographic traces.
The main point is to determine whether the maximum elec-
tron density of the plasma flowing inside the probe is above
or below the expected one, corresponding to the preset value
of _f. If a double peak appears in the recording of the
oscilloscope trace it indicates that the value of _f was too
low or that the peak electron density has been underestimated;
a single peak indicates that both estimated and real electron
densities are close and no peak shows an overestimation of
the electron density. It is convenient to start the deter-
mination with a double peak trace and perform several runs
increasing the _f until a single peak appears and then decays.
The inspection of the traces give the value _f corresponding
c
to the peak electron density.
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